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generative Software als algorithmischer, 
kultursensibler Dialogpartner und als 

dekoloniales Befreiungsprogramm

 WAYS & MEANS

 Too Many Notes: Computers,
 Complexity and Culture in Voyager

 George E. Lewis

 oyager [1,2] is a nonhierarchical, interactive mu-
 sical environment that privileges improvisation. In Voyager,
 improvisors engage in dialogue with a computer-driven, inter-
 active "virtual improvising orchestra." A computer program
 analyzes aspects of a human improvisor's performance in real
 time, using that analysis to guide an automatic composition
 (or, if you will, improvisation) program that generates both
 complex responses to the musician's playing and indepen-
 dent behavior that arises from its own internal processes.

 This work, which is one of my most widely performed com-
 positions, deals with the nature of music and, in particular,
 the processes by which improvising musicians produce it.
 These questions can encompass not only technological or
 music-theoretical interests but philosophical, political, cul-
 tural and social concerns as well. This is consistent with the

 instrumental dimension or tendency in African musical orga-
 nization, or what Robert Farris Thompson [3] identifies as
 "songs and dances of social allusion," one of several "ancient
 African organizing principles of song and dance that crossed
 the seas from the Old World to the New."

 Voyager's unusual amalgamation of improvisation, indeter-
 minacy, empathy and the logical, utterly systematic structure
 of the computer program is described throughout this article
 not only as an environment, but as a "program," a "system"
 and a "composition," in the musical sense of that term. In
 fact, the work can take on aspects of all of these terms simul-
 taneously-considering the conceptual level, the process of
 creating the software and the real-time, real-world encounter
 with the work as performer or listener. Flowing across these
 seemingly rigid conceptual boundaries encourages both im-
 provisors and listeners to recognize the inherent instability of
 such taxonomies.

 Musical computer programs, like any texts, are not "objec-
 tive" or "universal," but instead represent the particular ideas
 of their creators. As notions about the nature and function of

 music become embedded into the structure of software-based

 musical systems and compositions, interactions with these sys-
 tems tend to reveal characteristics of the community of thought
 and culture that produced them. Thus, it would be useful here
 to examine the implications of the experience of programming
 and performing with Voyager as a kind of computer music-mak-
 ing embodying African-American cultural practice.

 Among the fair number of studies by artists/theorists who
 have written cogently on issues of race, gender and class in
 new technological media (such as Loretta Todd [4] and
 Cameron Bailey [5]), the ethnographic study of Institut Re-
 cherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) by
 the anthropologist and improvisor Georgina Born [6] ap-

 pears to stand practically alone in
 the trenchancy and thoroughness
 of its analysis of these issues with
 respect to computer music. This
 viewpoint contrasts markedly
 with Catherine M. Cameron's [7]
 rather celebratory ethnography-
 at-a-distance of what she terms

 "American experimentalism," in
 which the word "race" never ap-
 pears, and in which her notion of
 a "musical class structure" is

 framed largely in terms of a now-
 moribund debate about relative
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 privilege between Europe and America.
 In contrast, Born's explicit identification of the nearly all-

 male, all-white musical and cultural canon articulated not

 only by the French institute, but by its American equivalents,
 traces the outlines of the development of a post-1950s aes-
 thetic of trans-European experimentalism. Given her so far
 unrefuted thesis that the overwhelming majority of computer
 music research and compositional activity locates itself (how-
 ever unsteadily at times) within the belief systems and cul-
 tural practices of European concert music, one can easily
 imagine a work that, like Voyager, exemplifies an area of musi-
 cal discourse using computers that is not viewed culturally
 and historically as a branch of trans-European contemporary
 concert music and, moreover, is not necessarily modeled as a
 narrative about "composition."

 THE AESTHETICS OF MULTIDOMINANCE

 In an influential 1990s essay, the artist and critic Robert L.
 Douglas [8] sought to formalize an African-American aes-
 thetic, synthesizing visual and musical elements of what the
 painterJeff Donaldson, founder of the Africobra art move-
 ment [9], has called "Trans-African" culture. The aspect of
 Douglas's theory that I wish to highlight here is the notion of
 "multidominant elements," which I will henceforth call

 "multidominance." According to Douglas, the aesthetics of
 multidominance, involving "the multiple use of colors in in-
 tense degrees, or the multiple use of textures, design pat-
 terns, or shapes" [10] are found quite routinely in musical

 George E. Lewis (trombonist, composer, computer/installation artist), Department of
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 create partch43 43 i,

 0 s, 21 s, 53 s, 84 s, 112 s, 151 s, 165 s, 182 s,

 204 s, 231 s, 267 s, 294 s, 316 s, 347 s, 386 s, 417 s,

 435 s, 471 s, 498 s, 519 s, 551 s, 582 s, 617 s, 649 s,

 680 s, 702 s, 729 s, 765 s, 782 s, 814 s, 853 s, 884 s,

 906 s, 933 s, 969 s, 996 s, 1018 s, 1035 s, 1049 s, 1088 s,

 1115 s, 1147 s, 1178 s,

 Fig. 2. Voyager pitchset construction, written as a Forth table representing the well-known 43-tone scale of Harry Partch, with approximate
 values given in cents (a method of specifying musical intervals in which 100 cents equals a musical semitone). The word "s" translates val-
 ues in cents to MIDI note numbers with 8-bit microtonal pitchbend offsets, and then compiles the 16-bit result into the next available byte
 pair in the table. The word "I" creates a transposition factor that allows the program's melody generators to perform a rough mapping of
 the microtonal data in a given pitchset to 12-space data received via MIDI. This permits the program to use these scales with effective in-
 terval widths analogous to those in 12-space, if desired.

 based on the last several notes received)
 octave range, microtonal transposition
 and volume.

 Of particular note here is the fact that
 in the absence of outside input, the
 complete specification of the system's
 musical behavior is internally generated
 by setphrasebehavior. In practical terms,
 this means that Voyager does not need to
 have real-time human input to generate
 music. In turn, since the program exhib-
 its generative behavior independently of
 the improvisor, decisions taken by the
 computer have consequences for the
 music that must be taken into account

 by the improvisor. With no built-in hier-
 archy of human leader/computer fol-
 lower-no "veto" buttons, footpedals or
 physical cues-all communication be-
 tween the system and the improvisor
 takes place sonically.

 The simultaneous multiplicities of
 available timbres, microtonal pitchsets,
 rhythms, transposition levels and other
 elements in Voyager-all emblematic of
 an aesthetic of multidominance-reflect

 my inheritance from the Association for
 the Advancement of Creative Musicians'

 notion of "multi-instrumentalism,"
 where a number of AACM improvisors,
 including Wadada Leo Smith, Henry
 Threadgill, Douglas Ewart, Joseph
 Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Anthony
 Braxton and others moved to develop
 multiple voices on a wide variety of in-
 struments [31]. In AACM performances,
 the extreme multiplicity of voices, em-
 bedded within an already highly collec-
 tive ensemble orientation, permitted the
 timbral diversity of a given situation to
 exceed the sum of its instrumental parts,
 affording a wider palette of potential or-
 chestrations to explore.

 The attempt to thoroughly map, parse
 and develop the input data is based on
 the notion that, through the accumula-
 tion and articulation of many small de-
 tails, an interactive, adaptive input struc-
 ture that generates a sufficiently

 detailed representation of its input can
 then produce a musical output percep-
 tible by an improvisor as analogous to
 various states that were experienced dur-
 ing improvisation. This notion of bi-
 directional transfer of intentionality
 through sound-or "emotional trans-
 duction"-constructs performance as an
 intentional act embodying meaning and
 announcing emotional and mental in-
 tention. In this way, I believe, the emo-
 tional state of the improvisor may be
 mirrored in the computer partner, even
 if the actual material played by the com-
 puter does not necessarily preserve the
 pitch, duration or morphological struc-
 tures found in the input.

 In improvised music, improvisors of-
 ten assert both personal narrative and
 difference as critical aspects of their
 work. For me, what Jerry Garcia called
 the "anti-authoritarian" impulse in im-
 provisation led me to pursue the project
 of de-instrumentalizing the computer. If
 the computer is not treated as a musical
 instrument, but as an independent im-
 provisor, difference is partly grounded
 in the form of program responses that
 are not necessarily predictable on the
 basis of outside input. As we have noted
 earlier, Voyager's response to input has
 several modes, from complete commun-
 ion to utter indifference. This seeming
 lack of uniformity is not necessarily cor-
 related with "lack of structure," as is so

 often expressed in the vernacular dis-
 course of "randomness." Rather, while
 tendencies over a long period of time
 exhibit consistency, moment-to-moment
 choices can shift unpredictably.

 It is a fact, however, that the system is
 designed to avoid the kind of uniformity
 where the same kind of input routinely
 leads to the same result. Voyager's aes-
 thetic of variation and difference is at
 variance with the information retrieval

 and control paradigm that late capital-
 ism has found useful in framing its pre-
 ferred approach to the encounter with

 computer technology. As I have observed
 elsewhere, interactivity has gradually be-
 come a metonym for information re-
 trieval rather than dialogue, posing the
 danger of commodifying and ultimately
 reifying the encounter with technology:

 Indeed, the rapid development of stan-
 dardized modes for the relationships
 between humans and computers is un-
 fortunate for such a young and pre-
 sumably quickly changing technology.
 The evolution of the language used to
 reflect the multimedia revolution is a

 compelling testament to the power of
 corporate media. Corporate power as-
 sumes an important, even dominating
 role in conditioning our thinking
 about computers, art, image, and
 sound. Much of the descriptive lan-
 guage surrounding multimedia (and
 related areas, such as "cyberspace")
 serves to hide the power exercised by
 corporations [32].

 Finally, Wilson notices in African-de-
 rived music a tendency toward a high
 density of events in a relatively short
 time frame [33]. It is to be noted that

 the work of many important African-
 American improvisors-in particular
 Cecil Taylor, John Coltrane and Albert
 Ayler-exhibit a notion of extended
 form that involves the sustained use, of-

 ten for very long periods, of extremely
 rapid, many-noted intensity structures.
 Donaldson's 1988 visual workJam Packed
 andJelly Tight [34] exemplifies the ap-
 proach of the Africobra artists, who, ac-
 cording to Douglas,

 used the jampack and jelly-tight con-
 cept as a means of filling up the void,
 to add as much as possible to the act of
 creation. Africobra members accept
 these concepts as an African axiom:
 that to add to life is to ensure that
 there is more to share [35].

 The Voyager program often combines
 dense, rapid accretions of sonic informa-
 tion with sudden changes of mood,
 tempo and orchestration, eschewing the
 slowly moving timbral narratives charac-
 teristic of much institutionally based com-
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Markov-Ketten in human-
nonhumanen Kreativprozessen
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THE APPLICATION OF A MARKOV CHAIN 
IN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING 
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(Received 24 September 1972) 

Mathematical models can assist educators in the preparation of their educational plans and 
their potential in this regard is being increasingly realized. As a result, models have found 
application at all levels at which planning is conducted. 

This paper examines the potential of one model-the Markov Chain-which is capable of 
predicting enrolments for an education system. 

The model is aonlied to the New South Wales State Government education system between 
1947 and 1961 anh‘the projected enrolments compared to the actual enrolments-in those years. 

Some success is achieved but it appears as if the data rather than the model are responsible for 
this. The limitations of the Markov Chain approach are discussed and present research and 
directions listed. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE APPLICATION of mathematical models to educational planning is a comparatively recent 
development. Administrators and planners of education systems have found that their ad 
hoc procedures are no longer adequate to take into account the many variables impinging 
on their environment. In an attempt to overcome this difficulty and to try to introduce a 
tighter methodological approach to their systems, planners have turned to mathematical 
models. These have been used successfully in one field allied to education-economics. 
Consequently, international funding agencies like the World Bank and U.N.E.S.C.O. and 
research organizations like O.E.C.D. and I.I.E.P. have recently been devoting a significant 
part of their resources to investigating the possibilities of applying to education systems, 
models analogous to those found useful in economics. 

Some of the models developed have examined variables (particularly enrolments) in a 
total education system. Such models aggregate more activities, pupils and resources to- 
gether than, for example, planning models developed for a particular institution or a small 
set of institutions. They also offer greater potential to an educational planner who cannot 
merely combine forecast numbers and requirements for a number of institutions but who 
must examine the total demands made on and by the system he is planning. 

The present paper is concerned with the applicability of one model-the Markov Chain 
model to planning on a total system basis. This model has been widely acclaimed and used 
(see, for example [2-61) but few studies have thoroughly tested the model over a long time 
period to determine if it is really valid for prediction purposes. If the model cannot predict 
values for enrolments in past years, then values predicted for future years cannot reasonably 
be accepted. 
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Valentina Oefele improvisert mit dem Markovketten-Prototypen das Spirio Sessions-Projekts https://youtu.be/3wDNCdrbrgE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wDNCdrbrgE
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„the stories told by dashboards for Machine-Learning-based 
learning analytics make predictions more persuasive and 
further contribute to the ways in which learning analytics 
configure and shape our (anticipation of our) futures. Through 
these stories, the correlations of learning analytics are framed 
as causal connections […]“ (Jarke & Macgilchrist 2021, p. 12)

„Lumilo tunes teachers in to the rich analytics that ITSs generate: It 
presents realtime indicators of students’ current learning, metacognitive, 
and behavioral “states”, projected in the teacher’s view of the classroom 
(Fig. 1, left). The use of transparent smart glasses allows teachers to 
keep their heads up and focused on the classroom, enabling them to 
continue monitoring important signals that may not be captured by the 
tool alone (e.g., student body language and looks of frustration [19, 21]). 
The smart glasses provide teachers with a private view of actionable, 
real-time information about their students, embedded throughout the 
classroom environment […]“ (Holstein et al, 2018, p. 156)
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these stories, the correlations of learning analytics are framed 
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The smart glasses provide teachers with a private view of actionable, 
real-time information about their students, embedded throughout the 
classroom environment […]“ (Holstein et al, 2018, p. 156)

„Die KI-gestützte Software ACTrain stellt ein 
Beispiel einer intelligenten Technologie dar, die 
gezielt Prozesse der Selbstregulation in vielfältigen 
Bildungssituationen anstoßen kann. Dabei soll die 
Software im Schulkontext die menschliche 
Lehrkraft nicht ersetzen, sondern vielmehr im 
Rahmen einer gezielten Lernbegleitung wirksam 
unterstützen.“ (Wirzberger & Schwarz 2021, p. 292)
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(see, for example [2-61) but few studies have thoroughly tested the model over a long time 
period to determine if it is really valid for prediction purposes. If the model cannot predict 
values for enrolments in past years, then values predicted for future years cannot reasonably 
be accepted. 

283 „Designing AI-Enhanced Curriculum: Researchers can 
explore the potential of GAI in generating adaptive and 
dynamic learning materials that cater to individual learners’ 
needs. AI-powered curriculum design can foster 
personalized and engaging learning experiences, promoting 
lifelong learning and skill development“ (Bahroun et al. 
2023, p. 33) 

„the stories told by dashboards for Machine-Learning-based 
learning analytics make predictions more persuasive and 
further contribute to the ways in which learning analytics 
configure and shape our (anticipation of our) futures. Through 
these stories, the correlations of learning analytics are framed 
as causal connections […]“ (Jarke & Macgilchrist 2021, p. 12)

„Lumilo tunes teachers in to the rich analytics that ITSs generate: It 
presents realtime indicators of students’ current learning, metacognitive, 
and behavioral “states”, projected in the teacher’s view of the classroom 
(Fig. 1, left). The use of transparent smart glasses allows teachers to 
keep their heads up and focused on the classroom, enabling them to 
continue monitoring important signals that may not be captured by the 
tool alone (e.g., student body language and looks of frustration [19, 21]). 
The smart glasses provide teachers with a private view of actionable, 
real-time information about their students, embedded throughout the 
classroom environment […]“ (Holstein et al, 2018, p. 156)

„Die KI-gestützte Software ACTrain stellt ein 
Beispiel einer intelligenten Technologie dar, die 
gezielt Prozesse der Selbstregulation in vielfältigen 
Bildungssituationen anstoßen kann. Dabei soll die 
Software im Schulkontext die menschliche 
Lehrkraft nicht ersetzen, sondern vielmehr im 
Rahmen einer gezielten Lernbegleitung wirksam 
unterstützen.“ (Wirzberger & Schwarz 2021, p. 292)
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Figure 1: The Transformer - model architecture.

3.1 Encoder and Decoder Stacks

Encoder: The encoder is composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers. Each layer has two
sub-layers. The first is a multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second is a simple, position-
wise fully connected feed-forward network. We employ a residual connection [11] around each of
the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization [1]. That is, the output of each sub-layer is
LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)), where Sublayer(x) is the function implemented by the sub-layer
itself. To facilitate these residual connections, all sub-layers in the model, as well as the embedding
layers, produce outputs of dimension dmodel = 512.

Decoder: The decoder is also composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers. In addition to the two
sub-layers in each encoder layer, the decoder inserts a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head
attention over the output of the encoder stack. Similar to the encoder, we employ residual connections
around each of the sub-layers, followed by layer normalization. We also modify the self-attention
sub-layer in the decoder stack to prevent positions from attending to subsequent positions. This
masking, combined with fact that the output embeddings are offset by one position, ensures that the
predictions for position i can depend only on the known outputs at positions less than i.

3.2 Attention

An attention function can be described as mapping a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output,
where the query, keys, values, and output are all vectors. The output is computed as a weighted sum
of the values, where the weight assigned to each value is computed by a compatibility function of the
query with the corresponding key.
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wise fully connected feed-forward network. We employ a residual connection [11] around each of
the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization [1]. That is, the output of each sub-layer is
LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)), where Sublayer(x) is the function implemented by the sub-layer
itself. To facilitate these residual connections, all sub-layers in the model, as well as the embedding
layers, produce outputs of dimension dmodel = 512.
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attention over the output of the encoder stack. Similar to the encoder, we employ residual connections
around each of the sub-layers, followed by layer normalization. We also modify the self-attention
sub-layer in the decoder stack to prevent positions from attending to subsequent positions. This
masking, combined with fact that the output embeddings are offset by one position, ensures that the
predictions for position i can depend only on the known outputs at positions less than i.

3.2 Attention

An attention function can be described as mapping a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output,
where the query, keys, values, and output are all vectors. The output is computed as a weighted sum
of the values, where the weight assigned to each value is computed by a compatibility function of the
query with the corresponding key.
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Normierung von Bedeutung: 

 
quantitative „Wahrscheinlichkeit“ 

vs. verhältnismäßige  
„Wahr-Scheinlichkeit“

Böhme, G. (1996). Idee und Kosmos: Platons Zeitlehre : eine 
Einführung in seine theoretische Philosophie.  

Klostermann, S. 18

Generelles Merkmal von  
KI-Technologien im Kontext 
humaner/hermeneutischer 

Bedeutungswelten:



Das Problem liegt nicht in den 
Algorithmen/der KI an sich, sondern …

Big Data-basierte statistische 
Normierung von Bedeutung: 

 
quantitative „Wahrscheinlichkeit“ 

vs. verhältnismäßige  
„Wahr-Scheinlichkeit“

Generelles Merkmal von  
KI-Technologien im Kontext 
humaner/hermeneutischer 

Bedeutungswelten:
1) Produktion: Versuch, die Simulation von Bedeutung 

durch Statistik als User Experience zu installieren, 
d.h. zu maskieren: User Experience ↔ Compliance als 
Geschäftsmodell 

2) Rezeption: Anthropomorphisierung der Maschine 
(Verwechslung von Wahrscheinlichkeit und „Wahr-
Scheinlichkeit“) 

3) Politik + Wirtschaft: Universalisierung und 
Automatisierung kybernetischer 
Steuerungslogiken (Social Engineering, 
Subjektengineering, Humanengineering, Militär, 
Polizei, Rechtssprechung)



Big Data-basierte statistische 
Normierung von Bedeutung: 

 
quantitative „Wahrscheinlichkeit“ 

vs. verhältnismäßige  
„Wahr-Scheinlichkeit“

Generelles Merkmal von  
KI-Technologien im Kontext 
humaner/hermeneutischer 

Bedeutungswelten:

→ zu unterscheidende Ebenen von 
Analyse und Kritik:

1) Kritische Analytik/Hermeneutik von KI auf der 
Ebene ihrer operativen Logiken (folgender Abschnitt) 
1) KI als „andere“, non-humane Intelligenz, aber  

welche Art von Alterität mit welchen 
Implikationen? 

2) Kritische Rekonstruktion der Praktiken und 
Policies in Bezug auf Hervorbringung von und 
Umgang mit KI, d.h. v.a. ihrer politischen Ökonomie 
1) Exklusionen (Datenformate, Daten, Archive) 
2) Politiken und Normativitäten, implizite Ideologien 

(Ground truths, Firmenpolicies des Trainings und 
Finetunings)



Algorithmische 
Rationalität 
oder „alien 
space of 
reasoning“?

Stable Diffusion XL; prompt „alien space of reasoning“



Jörissen, B. (2016). ‹Digitale Bildung› und die Genealogie digitaler Kultur: 
Historiographische Skizzen. MedienPädagogik, Themenheft Nr. 25.

„Wahrscheinlichkeit“

„Wahr-Scheinlichkeit“

„probability“

„likeliness“

„eikos logos“

Böhme, G. (1996). Idee und Kosmos: 
Platons Zeitlehre : eine Einführung in 

seine theoretische Philosophie.  
Klostermann, S. 18
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(ab 14. Jh.)
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„ratio“ 
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„verhältnismäßig 
leben“

Mittelwert +/- Varianz 
= „Norm“ 

→  
innerhalb des 
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„Humankind has accumulated Go knowledge from millions of games played 

over thousands of years, collectively distilled into patterns, proverbs and books.  

In the space of a few days, starting tabula rasa, AlphaGo Zero was able to 

rediscover much of this Go knowledge, as well as novel strategies that provide 

new insights into the oldest of games“ (Silver 2017, 358). 

Silver, D., Schrittwieser, J., Simonyan, K., Antonoglou, I., Huang, A., Guez, A., … 
Hassabis, D. (2017). Mastering the game of Go without human knowledge.  

Nature, 550(7676), 354–359. https://doi.org/10.1038/nature24270

Subjektivität als Supplement



KI (nach Dieter Mersch) KI (nach Luciana Parisi)

unverselle Computierbarkeit Unverfügbarkeit als grundsätzliches, immanentes Moment 
digitaler (Turing-) Maschinen

vollständige Berechenbarkeit
„Halteproblem“; „Zufälle/Unfälle und Fehler“ als integraler 

„Bestandteil der interaktiven laufenden Arbeit mit kollidierenden 
Daten“

deduktive formale Geschlossenheit affektgeladen durch menschengemachte Daten

algorithmische Rationalität „alien space of reasoning“; Hegemonialität nicht grundsätzlich, 
sondern Folge hegenomnialer Praxis

unkreatives, totales Kontrollparadigma kreativer Kontrollverlust  
(wo nicht hegemonial eingehegt)

Mersch, D. (2019). Kreativität und Künstliche Intelligenz. 
Einige Bemerkungen zu einer Kritik algorithmischer 

Rationalität. Zeitschrift für Medienwissenschaft, 11(2), 65–74. 
https://doi.org/10.25969/mediarep/12634

Parisi, L. (2019). The alien subject of AI. 
Subjectivity, 12(1), 27–48. https://doi.org/10.1057/

s41286-018-00064-3



AP1.1/1.2:
vorbereitende
Recherchen/
Maßnahmen

Wording

"Workshop" = ext. Expertise primär für AI4ArtsEd-TP
"OpenSpaces" = reflexives Erhebungsformat mit Feldakteuren
"Kurse" = Kurse für Klientel, z.B. Jugendliche
"Klausuren" = Projektinterne Verbundtreffen

AP 1.1
 Exp-Workshop

Diversitätssensible KuBi

AP 1.1
(Theorie-) Exp.-Workshop

erziehungswissenschaftliche
Technikfolgenabschätzung

AP 1.1
Exp.-Workshop

Educational AI Ethics

AP1.5/1.6:
partizipative
OpenSpaces

AP 1.5
OpenSpace
AIED@KuBi 1

Erhebung �  Auswertung

AP 1.5
OpenSpace

AIED@KuBi 3
Erhebung �  Auswertung

AP 1.5
OpenSpace

AIED@KuBi 2
Erhebung �  Auswertung

P 1.5
OpenSpace

AIED@KuBi 4
Erhebung �  Auswertung

AP1.3/1.4:
Produkt- und
Werkanalysen

AP 1.3
Korpusbildung

"kreativitätsorientierte
Enduser-

KI-Awendungen"

AP 1.7
Interne Projektklausur

TP 1, 2, 3
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Kategorien-

generierendes
Mapping
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AP 1.2
AIED in Art Education:
Policy and Didactics:
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Policy and Didactics:
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Screenshot: Holly Herndon & Jlin (feat. Spawn) – Godmother. Quelle: https://youtu.be/sc9OjL6Mjqo (Datum: 10.6.2020)
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Screenshot: Holly Herndon & Jlin (feat. Spawn) – Godmother  
Quelle: https://youtu.be/sc9OjL6Mjqo (Datum: 10.6.2020)
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